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ABOUT CMS MATH CAMPS
& 2021 OVERVIEW
Since its inception in 2000, the CMS Math Camps program has
captured the spirit of mathematics from coast to coast and to
inspired young minds across the country. The program offers a
unique opportunity for young Canadian students to explore a
side of mathematics that is not accessible in a traditional
classroom setting. Although the CMS gives local organizers the
freedom to choose the topics and activities of their camps, the
main goal of a typical camp is to engage students in an
authentic learning environment in mathematics and its broad
applications to Science, Technology and Engineering. This is
achieved through stimulating presentations, hands-on activities,
building projects and competitions. Students who attend the
camps leave with new friends who share the same passion for
the subject, new ideas to explore, and a fresh outlook on
mathematics and the role it plays in our lives.
Many 2021 camps were cancelled or held virtually due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. There were several successful virtual camps
offered again this year. The number of camps offered in 2021
increased from 2020, with the CMS offering 6 Regional Camps, 1
National Camp, and 5 Specialty Camps. Close to 210 students
from 5 different Canadian provinces participated in the math
camps this year. Due to the virtual nature of the camps and
limited reporting capabilities, the current report will be quite
brief.
There are already 15 Regional Camps, 2 National Camps, and 9
Specialty Camps confirmed for 2022.
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REGIONAL CAMPS
There were 6 regional camps offered in 2021, some of which
were held online. Please see below for a summary of
Regional Camp activities:

Science Rocks! Days at UFV:
The University of Fraser Valley created Science Rocks! Days,
which is a number of one-day events throughout the year
to provide youth in grades 6-8 with hands on scientific
experiences. These events focus on STEM activities and
mathematics is highlighted throughout the program. UFV
offers 24 sponsored spots which allow Indigenous Youth to
register for the activities at a greatly reduced cost. UFV
held the camps in Chilliwack and Abbotsford, British
Columbia.

Camps mathématiques UMCS:
The University of Moncton, Shippagan Campus held a
successful virtual Math Camp for students entering grades
7 and 8 from July 5 to 9, 2021. A different mathematical
theme was discussed each day, with several activities to
put what was learned into practice. This camp was offered
in French to students in New Brunswick.
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CMS Math Camp at Western University:
This year, Western delivered the Math Camp virtually and
organized the program from July 27-29. Over these three days,
a series of talks were delivered by experienced academics, and
individual and team Math competitions were held. Three
contests were part of the competitions: enigmatic mornings,
cryptographic challenge, and Indianapolis 900. A total of ten
students were awarded prizes for their combined scores from
all camp contests.
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SPECIALTY CAMPS
There were 4 specialty camps offered in 2021, some of
which were held online. Please see below for a summary of
Specialty Camp Activities:

Yukon University Kids Program Math Camps:
In 2021, 815 youth participated in YukonU Youth Moving
Mountains STEM programs aimed at 6 to 16-year-olds,
including after school clubs and 43 different week-long
camps at spring break and summer in Whitehorse and
communities beyond Whitehorse. An aspect of the mission
of YukonU Youth Moving Mountains is to bring Science,
Technology, Trades, Engineering and Math (STEM) to
underserved populations. Last year, YukonU youth
programs had 40 per cent participation by Indigenous
youth overall. This is largely due to camps delivered in
partnership with Yukon First Nations across the territory.
For the Whitehorse summer camps, Indigenous youth
participation was 18 per cent.

Connecting Math to Our Lives and Communities (CMTOLC)
Summer Math Camp:
Connecting Math to Our Lives and Communities is
organized by St. Francis Xavier University’s Faculty of
Education and Mathematics Department in cooperation
with local Mi’kmaw and African Nova Scotian communities.
Topics covered included Math in Nature, Mazes and
Labyrinths, and Wayfinding.
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NATIONAL CAMPS
CMS National Math Camp:
The CMS National Math Camp was held virtually by the
University of Toronto for students in grades 8-10. This camp
prepares students for the Canadian Mathematical
Olympiad and the International Mathematical Olympiad.
The majority of time was dedicated to practicing higher
level concepts in Mathematics which are relevant to the
contests.

EGMO Training Camp
This camp is focused on training the European Girls
Mathematical Olympiad Team. Most of the learning time
was dedicated to higher level concepts in Mathematics
relevant to the contests. This year's camp took place
virtually.
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